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ABSTRACT
We propose an eﬃcient placement algorithm and per-disk
prefetching method to eﬀectively support interactive oper-
ations in the media server. Our placement policy is incor-
porated with an encoder having a special bitcount control
scheme that repeatedly tunes quantization parameters to
adjust the bitcounts of video frames. This encoder can gen-
erate coded frames whose sizes are synchronized with the
RAID stripe size, so that when various fast-forward levels
are accessed we can reduce the seek and rotational latency
and enhance the disk throughput of each disk in the RAID
system. In the experimental results, the proposed placement
policy and bitrate control scheme can signiﬁcantly improve
the average service time, which can enlarge the capacity of
the interactive media server.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.2 [Operating Systems]: Storage Management; I.4.2
[Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Compres-
sion(Coding)
General Terms
Algorithms, Management
Keywords
Interactive Media Server, Disk Array, Stripe Size, Video
Rate, Bit Count Control
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent growth of Internet and multimedia technologies
has created an infrastructure in which computer systems
supported a wide range of on-demanding interactive mul-
timedia services for education and entertainment business.
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On-demand interactivity means that users can freely inter-
act with the media server by means of VCR like controls such
as stop, pause, fast-forward or rewind. Given the extremely
large data size of video, the high data retrieval bandwidth
is required to support the interactivity to many users. In
addition, the diﬀerent resolution (X1, X2 and X4) of each
interactive operation should meet each real-time IO require-
ments.
In general, disk array technology is employed in video
server to provide the high disk bandwidth and satisfy real-
time IO requirements [5][12][11][13]. In constructing and
managing media server with disk array, disk striping is very
important conﬁguration method. Disk striping is done by
dividing the video data into blocks according to their pre-
sentation order and storing these blocks into diﬀerent disks.
While storing these blocks into diﬀerent disks, the proper
placement algorithm should be considered in disk array to
eﬃciently support the retrieval of such streams at diﬀerent
interactivity for several reasons. First, each video blocks
should be stored into disks to reduce the seek and rotational
latency while minimizing the number of disk requests. Sec-
ond, adjacent blocks supporting the interactive operations
which are retrieved in same real-time playback round at the
diﬀerent interactive levels are stored closely in the disks to
enhance the utilization of disk bandwidth. Third, special en-
coding techniques are required to easily support and manage
the proper placement algorithm.
In this paper, we propose an eﬃcient placement algorithm
to support the interactivity in media server, and develope
the adaptive pre-fetching algorithm considering the interac-
tive operation in our placement algorithm. Our placement
policy is incorporated with an special encoder having the
proposed bitcount control scheme, called Fine Tuning of
Tail Amount, that repeatedly tunes quantization parame-
ters to adjust the bitcounts of video frames. This encoder
can generate coded frames whose sizes are synchronized with
the RAID stripe size, so that when various fast-forward
levels are accessed we can reduce the seek and rotational
latency and enhance the disk throughput of each disk in the
RAID system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present background and related works. In Section 3 we
present the eﬃcient placement algorithm and the adaptive
pre-fetching algorithm. The proposed encoding technique is
presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we present performance
177results of our placement algorithm and encoding technique.
Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
2. RELATED WORKS
There are several previous works for designing the inter-
active media server. Among these, we describe the feasible
works which are related to our proposed media server de-
sign. Rangaswami et al [10] developed the interactive media
proxy that transforms non interactive broadcast or multicast
streams into interactive ones. They carefully manage disk
device by considering disk geometry for allocation and mak-
ing several stream ﬁles according to the fast-forward levels.
However this method consumes high storage capacity, and
did not consider disk array.
Disk array based works are as follows. X. Huang [4] stud-
ied the rate staggering method for scalable video in a disk
array based video server. Rate staggering method stores the
diﬀerent rates of video data separately to provide eﬃcient
resolutions of videos. This method can reduce the buﬀer
space and achieve better load balancing due to ﬁner schedul-
ing granularity. However, their allocation method did not
consider the precise disk stirpe management and scalable
encoding technique so that rate staggering method hardly
apply to the real disk array. In addition, the ﬁner granular-
ity has the possibility to make more disk requests and reduce
disk throughput. Shenoy [13] used the disk array to support
the interactive operations in multi-resolution video. They
present an encoding technique combined with placement al-
gorithm to eﬃciently support interactive scan operation. In
placement algorithm, they used two method, ﬁxed-size and
variable-size blocks allocation. Fixed-size block placement
could make additional disk requests to retrieve video stream
in one real-time playback round. Variable-size block place-
ment can reduce additional disk requests however variable
block management is very diﬃcult in disk array.
The placement algorithm and combined encoding tech-
nique presented in this paper can enhance the performance
of the disk array based interactive media server both con-
structing and managing disk array. Actually, we have set
up real interactive media server using SCSI disk array and
linux operating system. The proposed placement algorithm,
prefetching method, and encoding technique are implemented
in linux operating system.
3. EFFICIENT PLACEMENT FOR
INTERACTIVE OPERATION
3.1 Placement Policy on Disk Array
In general, video stream consists of m GOP(Group of Pic-
ture)s, each GOP has n frames. For example, MPEG stream
is represented as a sequence of I-, P-, and B-frames. To
support K-times speed-up fast-forward, the system displays
one out of every K frames. Let the structure of one GOP in
encoded MPEG video be {IBBPBBPBB}. The next possi-
ble frame sequence of fast-forward scan could be {IPPIPP..}
which is not include any B-frames, and the next one is {II..}
without any P-frames, and so on. During each real-time
playback round, the server should retrieve the ﬁxed number
of video frames for each client’s fast-forward level to ensure
the continuous playback. In other words, each sub-sequence
for each fast-forward level accessed during a round is re-
quired to retrieve together from disks to enhance the ratio
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Figure 1: Proposed Placement Algorithm for Inter-
active Media Server on Disk Array. Let the GOP
structure be
fIBBPBBPBB
g
of the useful data read to the total data read from disk array
and guarantee more client’s continuous playback.
When server employs disk array to store the video streams,
the server interleaves the storage of each video stream among
disks in the array to eﬀectively utilize the disk bandwidth.
The amount of data interleaved on a single disk, denoted as
stripe size, is ﬁxed when the disk array is conﬁgured. In
that environment, an eﬃcient placement policy to minimize
the seek and rotational latency incurred by the servicing
requests is as follows. First, the video streams are stored
such that the same types of frame accessed during a round
are in the same disks. Second, the diﬀerent types of frame
accessed in the same round are stored in adjacent to other
disks. However, the video streams made from conventional
encoding techniques don’t have ﬁxed frame size which is op-
posite to the ﬁxed stripe size; Some frames are over the
stripe size and some frames are under the stripe size.I t
causes the additional disk requests when video frames are
retrieved from disks at diﬀerent fast-forward levels because
frames are spread over more disks. Therefore, the special
encoding technique is required to apply our placement pol-
icy. The encoding technique to make ﬁxed size frames will
be described in next section. In this section, we assume that
the video streams are encoded with our encoding method.
To precisely describe the proposed placement policy, let
us assume that the size of encoded P-frame is same as stripe
size. B-frame is smaller than P-frame and I-frame is larger
than P-frame according to the dependence between frames.
Therefore our encoding technique can make the size of B-
frame be half of that of P-frame and the size of I-frame
be twice as that of P-frame. As explained previously, our
placement policy is that same types of frame are stored in
the same disks and diﬀerent types of frame are stored in the
other disks. The GOP {IBBPBBPBB} is stored as follows.
The I-frame consumes two consecutive stripes, P-frame con-
sumes one stripe, and two B-frames consumes one stripe on
disk array. The next GOP is stored in next stripe level on
disk array, and so on. The Figure 1 shows the placement
method when the encoded frames are described above. Us-
ing this method, we can minimize the number of disk re-
quests for each fast-forward level. At normal playback, the
server should be retrieved from all disk array with evenly
distributed number of frames. For K-times speed-up fast-
forward, the server can skip every K-th disk to play out
the video streams because the required frames to play fast-
forward are separated beyond the disk boundaries. Also, for
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the diﬀerent videos, the starting disk is also interleaves for
the balancing of disk requests as shown in Figure 1.
3.2 Per-Disk Prefetching Method
In general system, when the server retrieves data from
disks, consecutive frames are retrieved ahead with the cur-
rently requested frames to increase disk throughput because
prefetch requests are attached to the current requests and
send to the disk. We call these frames are prefetch frames or
requests to diﬀerentiate from the currently requested frames.
However, the prefetch requests incur more data transfer time
in disk and buﬀer space requirements in memory. Therefore,
it is important that proper amount of frames are retrieved
ahead at proper real-time playback time.
The ﬁle system, which uses RAID storage, logically stores
video ﬁles in sequential manner. The RAID storage physi-
cally interleaves the data across the disks as described be-
fore. It makes the diﬀerent view point between ﬁle system’s
logical address and RAID storage’s physical address, and
ﬁle system does not know where the data is stored in disks
physically. In this case, the prefetch requests are gener-
ated across disk array, as shown in Figure 2(a) because ﬁle
system only know about the logically continuous allocation
of video ﬁles and multimedia requests are large sequential
accesses [2]. However, fast-forward plays split the disk re-
quest into several ones because they need only some portion
of frames. It causes prefetching requests make unnecessary
data retrieval for fast-forward plays. For example, when the
server displays X2 fast-forward level, it retrieves the GOPs
without any B-frames. However, the B-frames can be re-
trieve from disks by the prefetching requests. This would be
overhead in both disk bandwidth and buﬀer space.
To reduce the overhead owing to the unnecessary portion
of prefetch requests, we propose the generation of prefetch
requests for per disk, as shown in Figure 2(b). When current
request are retreived from one disk, our ﬁle system generates
the prefetch requests to retrieve more data from the same
disk not other disks. We call this method per-disk prefetch
method. Because our placement policy separates the frame
types to other disks, the per-disk prefetch requests does not
generates any unnecessary requests. Also, this increases the
disk throughput by generating larger requests than that of
conventional method at each disk. In summary, per-disk
prefetch method can increase the disk throughput by gener-
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Figure 3: An Example of Distribution for padded
dummy data and cut coded data
ating large size of disk request for each disk while reducing
the number of additional disk requests at fast-forward inter-
active operations.
4. ACCURATE BIT COUNT CONTROL
4.1 Conventional Related Works
In order to establish the placement policy described above,
the bitcounts of all I-frames, all P-frames and all B-frames
must be twice, same and half as strip size, respectively. For
this, we can employ the CBR (constant bitrate) encoding
using a video rate control scheme.
The objective of the conventional video rate control is to
enable a video source to generate its output rate under the
constraints of a given constant bitrate, encoding buﬀer, and
other factors related to the human visual system. Several
previous studies have focused on these video rate control al-
gorithms. Some schemes use dynamic programming [9] or
Lagrangian techniques [3][8] to ﬁnd optimal solution. Tiwari
and Viscito [14] proposed a scheme based on a model for the
picture complexity using the coding results of the randomly
pre-selected macroblocks. In [6], the linear relationship be-
tween the actual bitcount and the codeword count was used
for an accurate bit-rate control. These schemes was based on
some kind of bitrate estimation models and tried to enhance
the subjective video quality [7].
The output bitrate generated by these video rate con-
trol schemes is similar to given target bitrate in the average
sense. However, bitcounts of each frame cannot be equal
to given target bitcounts, because of modeling errors occur-
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ring in the bitrate estimation model and a buﬀer control
for enhancing the subjective video quality. When we store
a stream encoded with the video rate control scheme men-
tioned above into the disk array storage, we must pad the
lack of bitcount by dummy data or cut oﬀ excessive coded
data in order to make bitcount equal to a multiple of the
stripe size. The example of distribution of padded dummy
data and cut coded data is showed in Figure 3. The disk
space is largely wasted by padded dummy data and the video
quality is hugely degraded by cut coded data. To address
these problems, we propose a method that exactly ﬁxes each
bitcounts of coded frames into given target bitcounts.
4.2 Fine Tuning of Tail Amount
A conventional MPEG-2 video encoder using a rate con-
trol is showed in Figure 4. Our proposed rate control method
does not modify the process of this conventional encoding
but work as a post-processing process after every one frame
is encoded. If the actual bitcount of the coded frame in
Figure 4 is not equal to the target bitcount, we pause the
encoding process and start to adjust quantization parame-
ter (QP)s of macroblock (MB)s. In Figure 5, the conceptual
procedure of proposed bitcount control scheme. We will call
this scheme repeated-quantization and variable length cod-
ing (R-QVLC). If the actual bitcount is lower (or higher)
than the target bitcount, we increase (or decrease) QPs of
appropriate MBs, and carry out QVLC in these MBs. Dur-
ing we repeat this process, if the actual bitcount is equal
to the target bitcount, this coded frame is stored and next
input frame is encoded. This method does not modify the
video-compression standard (e.g., MPEG-2) of the coded
stream.
There are four issues in the R-QVLC scheme.
• It is diﬃcult to accurately estimate the bitcount vari-
ation of MBs as their QPs are adjusted.
• If the actual bitcount cannot be made equal to the tar-
get bitcount, we must try to make the actual bitcount
lower than the target bitcount.
• we must minimize the count of the loop process of
F i g u r e5f o rr e d u c i n ge n c o d i n gt i m e .
• The degradation of the subjective quality by the QP
adjustment must be minimized.
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Figure 6: An Example of assigning address of each
MB of the frame having 5-by-4 MBs
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BP: MB pointer
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BN: MB number
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Figure 7: The ﬂow chart of the FTTA algorithm
We propose an algorithm considering above issues for an ef-
fective R-QVLC scheme. We will call this algorithm fine
tuning of tail amount (FTTA). Before explaining the
FTTA algorithm, we have to assign address to each MB
of the frame as shown in Figure 6. The direction of incre-
ment must be the reverse direction of the encoding process
(from bottom to top and from right to left). These numbers
mean the order of adjusting QP.
The overall ﬂow chart of the FTTA algorithm is shown in
Figure 7. There are four stages, initial stage, rate-decreasing
stage, rate-increasing stage and ﬁne-tuning stage. In the
initial stage, we initialize three important variables. BP
(MB pointer), which means the address of currently adjusted
MB, is set to 0. TRP (turning pointer), which means the MB
address where if BP arrives the BP turns to 0, is set to M-1.
BN (MB number), which means the number of MBs to be
adjusted at once, is set to 1. After three important variables
are initialized, if AB (actual bitcount) is bigger than TB
(target bitcount), we translate to the rate-decreasing stage
, otherwise, the rate-increasing stage.
In the rate-decreasing stage, Q[BP], which means the QP
of MB[BP], increases by 1, and BP also increases by 1. After
QVLC of the QP-updated MB, if AB is still bigger than TB
we increase BN by twice. Next, we increase from Q[BP] to
Q[BP+BN-1] by 1 respectively, and also increase BP by BN.
QVLC is carried out again within from MB[0] to MB[BP] in
the case of P- or B-frame, or within only QP-updated MBs
in the case of I-frame. If AB is still bigger than TB, we
increase BN by twice again and repeat the above process.
If AB becomes smaller than TB, we make BN half and
translate to the rate-increasing stage. Note that when we
update BP, if the BP arrives TRP the BP turns to 0 and
the TRP is increased by M. We deﬁne the notation BP⊕n as
{BP=(BP+n) mod TRP; TRP+=M;}. In the contrary, the
180Test Rate Con- Avg. Encoding
sequence trol Method PSNR(dB) Time(s)
Mobile Conventional 27.50 116.6
FTTA 27.13 140.1
Susie Conventional 42.41 127.6
FTTA 42.38 158.9
Table 1: The Average PSNR and Encoding Time
notation BP n is deﬁned as {TRP-=M; BP=(BP-n)m o d
TRP;}.
In the rate-increasing stage, the process is similar to the
rate-decreasing stage except that QPs decrease by 1 in-
stead of increase. In this stage, if AB becomes bigger than
TB, we translate the ﬁne-tuning stage. In the ﬁne-tuning
stage, ﬁrst, we check BN. BN=1 means that decreasing the
Q[BP-1] is useless because the minimal bit increment of the
MB[BP-1] makes the AB of the current frame bigger than
TB. If BN=1, we mark this MB with NDQ (do not decrease
QP), restore Q[BP-1] to the previous value, and back to the
rate-decreasing stage. Note that when we decrease the QP
of MB marked with NDQ, we have to skip this MB and
progress the next MB. If BN is bigger than 1, we restore
adjusted QPs to the previous values, decrease BN by half,
and decrease from Q[BP] to Q[BP+BN-1] by 1 respectively.
After QVLC, if AB is still lower than TB, we decrease BN
by half again, and repeat until AB becomes bigger than TB
or BN=1. The process of Figure 7 is terminated when AB
is equal to TB or all MBs are marked NDQ.
5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the proposed placement policy and encoding
technique, we have developed the prototype interactive me-
dia server with real disk array storage system and prototype
encoder for MPEG-2 video.
First, we describe about the encoding technique. For
experiments, we use the MPEG-2 codec provided by the
MPEG Simulation Group [1]. Encoding system consists of
Pentium 4 3GHz CPU and 1GB main memory. We use
’Mobile’ and ’Susie’ sequences with 100 frames. The frame
size and rate of each test sequence are 720x480 pixels and
30 frames/s respectively. When we encode a source stream,
we set the GOP structure to {IBBPBBPBB} and bitrate
to 6Mbps. The default rate control method provided by
the MPEG-2 codec is used as the conventional rate control.
When we apply the FTTA, we set the target bitcounts of
I-, P-, and B-frame to 512, 256 and 128Kbits for making
constant bitrate of 6Mbps. Figure 8 shows the encoding re-
sults for the two test sequences. All the generated bitcounts
by the proposed method are equal to the target bitcounts.
In Figure 9, we present the PSNR of each frame. Average
PSNRs and encoding time are summarized in Table 1. We
can see that average PSNR is degraded by the FTTA (0.37
dB for ’Mobile’ and 0.03 dB for ’Susie’) because the FTTA
tries to ﬁx bitcount into target bitcount without consider-
ing the rate-distortion characteristics. However, this PSNR
degradation shown in Table 1 is acceptable. In Table 1, en-
coding time increases by the FTTA because the FTTA is
post-processing process after a conventional encoding pro-
cess. These additional processing times are cost for accurate
bitcount control.
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Next, we have evaluated the placement policy and per-
disk prefetching method. The evaluation environment is as
follows. The server system consists of 2.4GHz intel Pentium
4 CPU, 512MB main memory and disk array with seven
SCSI disks, model ST318304FC. The OS implemented for
the placement policy and prefetching method is Linux [2].
In the conventional placement policy, the video data en-
coded with the conventional encoder are interleaved across
disks in the array using 32KB stripe size. After we en-
code video using the FTTA encoder, all the coded frames
are synchronized with the stripe size and placed in disk
array. Each client accessing the randomly selected video
stream retrieves the frame-sequence with at a normal play-
back of 30 frames/s. The performance metric is average
service time for one round playback duration as the num-
ber of clients increases. First, we have experimented for
several fast-forward levels; X1, X2 and X4. The Figure 10
shows the results. For the normal playback, both conven-
tional and proposed placement policy give similar service
time when the number of concurrent users is small. As the
number of users increases, our placement policy, denoted as
MSR(Media Synchronized RAID), gives better performance
because of reducing the disk requests. The performance gap
between conventional method and our placement policy be-
comes larger when the fast-forward levels increases. More-
over, the average service time retrieved from disk in our
placement policy with the per-disk prefetching method is
much smaller than others which use conventional prefetch-
ing method. This is because per-disk prefetching method re-
trieves the current frame-sequence together with the near fu-
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Figure 10: Average Service Time for each fast-forward level; X1, X2 and X4
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Figure 11: X1 : X2 : X4 = 50 : 30 : 20
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Figure 12: X1 : X2 : X4 = 70 : 20 : 10
ture frame-sequence in same disk request. It can increase the
disk throughput while reducing the number of disk requests.
Next, we have experimented with mixed fast-forward levels
for the more real situation by varying the ratio between fast-
forward levels. As shown in Figure 11 and 12, the proposed
method gives better the performance comparing to the con-
ventional method.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an interactive media
sever with media synchronized RAID storage system. We
have proposed a placement algorithm and per-disk prefetch-
ing method to eﬀectively support the interactive operation
in media server. By doing this, when various fast-forward
levels are accessed, we can reduce the seek and rotational la-
tency and enhance the disk throughput of disks. Our place-
ment policy can be implemented with the proposed FTTA
encoder. Though this encoder spends more time on encod-
ing and yields small quality degradation, it can generate the
coded video stream which is synchronized with the RAID
stripe size, so that we can signiﬁcantly enhance the disk
throughput and the average service time for each client con-
nection as shown in our experimental results.
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